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Francis Shaw was born in Maidenhead, Berkshire, in 1942 and has become one of the
most versatile of contemporary British composers, having written a wide range of
music, most notably for film and television. In addition, he has enjoyed parallel
careers as a respected professor of composition and musical administrator.

As with many composers whose work has taken them into diverse musical fields, the
range of his accomplishments has tended to draw attention away from what lies at the
heart of his output – his serious music, less extensive than that of his more commercial
work, but which - as the concertos on this disc amply demonstrate - is of a quality and
achievement manifestly deserving of far greater recognition than it has received hitherto.

Shaw’s serious output contains two operas and two further concertos (for viola and
for harpsichord), but within his concert music, his piano concertos have to be
considered as being amongst the most greatly significant contributions to the genre by
any British composer of the last six decades – fully the equal of more well-known
examples as those by Rawsthorne (No 2), Rubbra, Tippett, Bennett, Hoddinott and
McCabe.

The First of Shaw’s two Piano Concertos was originally written in 1988. It was revised
in February-March 2014, some months after the appearance of the Second Concerto.
Yet although the two works reached their finished state at around the same time, they
are very different, their only connection being that each retains the more traditional
three-movement form.

Shaw’s First Piano Concerto came about as a result of his liturgical music, which
includes several settings for the choir of St George’s Chapel, Windsor. Arising from
this association, and to mark the tercentenary of Windsor Guildhall (designed by Sir
Christopher Wren), Shaw was asked to write an orchestral work for a commemorative
concert. The First Concerto was the result, the original version being premiered by
Martin Jones with the composer conducting the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in St
George’s Chapel itself in May 1988.

gradual acceleration and return to the opening Andante pulse.

The finale Allegro opens with a germinal idea on bassoon, which is at once taken up
by other instruments as well as the piano, from which grows a veritable long stretch
of motoristically-driven music (also recalling the nature of Prokofiev’s concerto
finales). The soloist at times more than hints at a jazz version of one of the evolving
themes, after which the tempo slackens to a more broadly-based development of the
material. But the piano, in an extended faster passage, returns the discussion to the
opening bassoon idea, as the music now gathers power and energy to end this brilliant
work in powerful fashion.
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trumpet, with trombones and tuba, are now required, and the percussion section
demands three players.

In the Second Concerto, it is the orchestra, not the soloist, which opens proceedings,
setting a shimmering scene of measured pulse, against which solo clarinet outlines the
main theme from which almost all of the first movement’s material is derived.
Although the implication is atonal, the theme is by no means strict in its intervals or
application: clarinet floats the idea against a consistent E held over several octaves.
Quite what function E may fulfil in tonal terms is uncertain at this stage, as the
concentration is on the clarinet’s line.

The soloist now enters, a florid fantasia on the clarinet’s material, in turn leading to
the main Allegro part of the movement, a genuine dialogue between soloist and
orchestra, the inherent nature of the music recalling that of the First Concerto, subtly
impelled by the  rhythmic ictus of 5/8 and 7/8 - if more often than not a basic 4/4 - the
melodic writing constantly varied and the orchestral texture veering widely between
hefty tuttis and a filigree string trio with solo players. As the music proceeds, the
emotional content is slowly heightened to a climax which subsides over a long passage
until the first solo cadenza enters, scherzando e piano, the pianist’s filigree material
forming a virtuosic tracery which builds to an impressive climax, at the height of
which brass interject fortissimo – then a piano, tranquillo solo violin (!) – before piano
and orchestra quickly bring the curtain down on a  powerfully emphatic D-A fifth –
the mode indeterminate, the implication minor.

The Theme and seven Variations now follow. The lengthy theme itself (fourteen bars),
is given to solo flute with strings and glockenspiel in the background. This may appear
a faintly atonal theme on paper, but it is clearly centred upon A flat, to which note it
often returns in longer-held fashion. The significance here is that A flat is the furthest
possible region from the D which concluded the first movement: here, we are as far
away as can be, the variations exuding a fresh, clean air of inherent pacification. The
nature of each variation requires no elaboration, the set as a whole forming an arch of

Twenty-five years later, whilst contemplating the completion of a companion work,
Shaw subjected the First Concerto to somewhat extensive revision – more specifically
in the greater expansion of the original ideas. As he said, ‘It all seemed too abrupt –
[with] events passing by too quickly, not allowing the listener to be involved in a more
spacious way...’

The result, however it came about, is a remarkably original work on quite spacious but
not extensive lines. The orchestra is unusual in that the only brass required are the
customary four horns with just two trumpets – no trombones or tuba. The Concerto’s
three movements, of course, retain their original character and orientation, and whilst
the nature of Shaw’s ideas may lie in what may be termed a late twentieth century
expansion of serial thematicism, the music is at all times underpinned by two essential
characteristics – a very broadly based tonal foundation and a sense of onward
motivational rhythm which ensure that the sequence of events (in both works) is
relatively readily grasped by the attentive listener, for this is by no means a strict serial
composition.

Thus, the First Concerto begins, Maestoso, with an upwardly-rising displosive gesture
from the solo piano, quite dramatic and tonally uncertain. Significantly, the first bar
contains all 12 chromatic notes played chordally; the gesture is interrupted and
underpinned by timpani on D, then B flat, then C – uncertainties which cause the
music to rise to an abrupt tutti chord: there is a pause, and the main material of the
movement is under way.

The opening pages have been a calling-together of the protagonists; now, Moderato,
their initial gestures can be expanded and discussed at length, the music taking on the
character of a genuine dialogue between soloist and orchestra. As the movement
unfolds, this is clearly not to be a concerto in the sense of Romantic drama (though
there are dramatic moments, to be sure), but a deeply subtle ‘give-and-take’ in the
Mozart-Beethoven manner, sometimes intriguingly taking place against gentle
varieties of pulse and texture. The inherent nature of this movement is essentially one



of dispassionate, subtle concordance; if the extended rise to climax, which ushers in
the cadenza, seems to counter that, the soloist’s cadenza itself gradually lowers the
emotional temperature, in which the music resolves during a short seven-bar coda,
Meno mosso, tranquillo, to a final low c.

The central slow movement now follows, of course, but here the character, if not quite
the nature, of the music changes direction – the movement has the character of a slow
blues: but the initial dreamy solo oboe line, falling from high G to B a tenth below
(acknowledging the low C which ended the first movement) , is supported in the first
bar by a rising string phrase which (in melody and harmony) once more utilises all 12
chromatic notes. In this way, Shaw demonstrates that the nature of the music has
remained constant.

It is the piano writing which infers the blues character – as if a refraction of a subdued
Errol Garner or Art Tatum improvisation – the quasi-improvisatory nature of the
movement belying the exceptional subtlety of the composition. Here, the orchestral
texture becomes much more chamber-musical in essence, leading naturally to a
contemplative solo passage which, as in the first movement, precedes a simple
four-bar coda.  The relatively familiar blues-based slow movement of Gershwin’s
Concerto in F may have been a spur for Shaw’s inspiration – if so, the later Concerto
shares the stylistic consistency which infuses both works, and which naturally – by way
of a C major 7 string chord (without the root) - is carried over to the finale.
Such harmonic technicalities should not cause the listener to ignore the emotional
expression of the music, which is very clear – they are mentioned to demonstrate the
organic subtleties which underlie the score – and which the breezy nature of the finale
makes manifest. Although the tempo indication is Allegro moderato, 6/8, the actual
pulse of the last movement appears much faster.

However, the finale is a not an unstoppable romp: beginning as a quasi moto perpetuo,
the various adventures the initial melodic ideas undergo imply an underlying sonata-
rondo structure, texturally quite varied, but – as the conclusion approaches, after a

suggested full close – the piano and solo oboe muse over what we have heard before
the tutti strings, mezzo-piano, pizzicato, bring the Concerto to a close with low octave
Cs – the tonal begetter throughout of this impressive work.

The composer has written as to how his Second Piano Concerto came into being:

‘This concerto was originally commissioned in 1995by the Festival Symphony
Orchestra of Russia in Moscow (members of the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra and the
Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra), together with the Tchaikovsky Hall authorities,
after they had recorded my music for the Swedish film ‘Vendetta’.
Shortly after, the political situation changed when the Russian President Boris Yeltsin
was hospitalised. Many things changed in Russia then, including the constitution of
the musical hierarchy. The commission was cancelled.
By early 1996 I had already composed the first movement of the concerto in draft
form, and as the commission was no longer active, I put the piece to one side to
complete other work. Some years later I picked up where I had left off, composing the
third movement laboriously over the next few years.

Two slow movements were written, both of which I discarded as being not in keeping
with the style of the existing movements. The new second movement, Theme and
Variations, was composed in 2012, and I extended the third movement in June 2013.’

From such a relatively patchwork beginning, the resultant Second Concerto is a
remarkably consistent and coherent composition, despite its 17-year gestation period.
Although the composer has explained the initial impetus for writing the work, the
overall plan of the finished score carries with it an implication that perhaps an earlier
Russian piano concerto may have suggested the form of the second movement. That
earlier work is Prokofiev’s Third Concerto, completed in 1921, the central slow
movement of which is also a theme and variations.

Shaw’s Second Concerto calls for a somewhat bigger orchestra than the First: a third
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